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ABSTRACT  

 

A parentage test for Norwegian goats consisting of 59 highly informative SNPs has 

been developed. A panel of 48 AI bucks genotyped by the Illumina 50K SNP chip were used to 

select 80 highly informative SNPs for the parentage test. The 80 SNP parentage panel was 

evaluated by genotyping the 48 AI bucks together with 143 potential breeding bucks. 

According to the pedigree, 121 of the 143 potential breeding bucks were sired by one of the 

48 AI bucks, allowing for parentage testing by the SNP-panel. The SNP based parentage 

analysis showed that 15% of the parentages were most likely wrongly assigned.  Theoretical 

considerations show that the panel had a high power of non-exclusion (EPN= 0.004), given a 

MAF of 0.44 and only a single parent genotyped. We therefore conclude that this 59 based 

parentage SNP panel is an effective tool for excluding incorrect assigned sires in the 

Norwegian breeding system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Norwegian goat farming 

 

Goats are considered as an important source of meat, milk, fibre and pelts, and have 

played important roles since early human civilization time in agricultural, economic, cultural 

and religious fields (Dong et al., 2013).  

The Norwegian goat husbandry is relatively small when comparing to other livestock 

such as cattle. However, the milk production from goat still maintain a long and important 

tradition in Norway, with a total of goat milk production about 23 million litters.  Goat farms 

are concentrated in the western and northern Norway, where milk production take place on 

small farms with an average size of 85 dairy goats (Tormod Ådnøy, 2014). Therefore, farmers 

have formed The Norwegian Association of Sheep and Goat Breeders (NSG) (in 1947), whose 

principal aim is to take responsibility for the nation-wide breeding programmes for sheep and 

goat. The Norwegian Goat breeding programme is used to select buck kids for AI to achieve 

their breeding goal (Tormod Ådnøy, 2014). The breeding values are evaluated based on 

information from sire and dam, as well as additional criteria. Thus, maximal genetic progress 

through the breeding programme is the main motivation to develop an accurate pedigree 

controls.   

 

1.2 Importance of parentage control  

 

Pedigree errors are considered to be a common problem in small ruminant breeding 

programs. These errors may occur when lambing happen in variable sized groups, making a 

significant risk of misallocation of the dams or an inadvertent misbreeding due to broken 

fences (Heaton et al., 2002). Other factors that may introduce pedigree errors are: Incorrect 

identification of semen samples; wrong males ID are entered into the insemination record; 

natural mating of sires with dams which were assumed to be pregnant by AI; interchange of 

offspring on the farm (Řehout et al., 2006, Israel et al., 2000, and Fisher et al., 2009). 

Animal breeding programmes make use of different statistical models such as the 

animal model evaluation, which assumes that relationships between animals were properly 
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recorded (Hashemi M. et al., 2013). This assumption are not totally true however, and 

incorrect pedigree recording of livestock, especially sire identification has a major effect on 

breeding values estimation, genetic gain, as well as on inbreeding level. Therefore incorrect 

identification of sires bias heritability estimates, evaluations of breeding sires and causes 

direct negative effects on maternal genetic correlation (Heaton et al., 2002, Senneke et al., 

2004, Hashemi, 2013 and Al-Atiyat et al., 2015). These biases will increase at the same time 

misidentification increases. In consequence, missing pedigree data would reduce the power 

of statistical models for genetic evaluations as accurate evaluations are based on correct 

pedigrees (Israel et al., 2000, Zhang et al., 2013 and Rosa et al., 2013). 

 

1.3 DNA markers 

 

DNA markers (e.g. Microsatellites or Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) are very useful 

when performing parental verification (confirm relationships between two or more 

individuals), but also for parental identification (establish relationships between two or more 

individuals) (Ramos et al., 2009).     

Microsatellites consist of repeated and highly polymorphic sequences dispersed 

through the genome, and are highly used for the analysis of relationships. Moreover, as they 

are highly informative, they have been the markers of choice for identity verification of 

livestock. Thus, their effectiveness depends on the level of information provided by the 

markers (María et al., 2013). Verification of relationships in segregating populations is 

generally based on the exclusion principle, which refers to a conflict at a specific locus 

between the genotypes of two individuals excluding the possibility that the alleged 

relationship is correct (Baruch et al., 2008 and Bolormaa et al., 2008). Some examples of 

parentage studies in livestock are described by Al-Atiyat (2015), where a panel of 28 

microsatellites located on different chromosomes were developed to genotype DNA in 

Australian Merino sheep. This panel provided a probability of exclusion (PE) close to 99.06, 

ensuring wrongly assigned parents to be excluded. Similarly, a paternity test of 14 

microsatellites developed in Australian goats gave a high level of exclusion; PE >99.70% 

(Bolormaa S. et al., 2008).   
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Recent advances in DNA sequencing, computer software and bioinformatics have 

made the use of SNP markers more common. Also, there is an increasing interest in using SNP 

markers for pedigree verification and identification purposes, due to easier automation and 

standardization between laboratories, as well as their low genotyping error rates, their 

abundance across the genomes, and their genetically stability (María et al. 2013). 

However, due to the lower resolving power of biallelic SNP loci, SNP panels need to 

include more loci in order to obtain the same power of exclusion as microsatellites do (Baruch 

et al. 2008 and Heaton et al., 2014 & 2002). Therefore, an efficient SNP based identification 

systems must contain a minimal set of SNPs with sufficient power to identify individuals and 

their relationships for the common breeds and crossbred populations (María et al. 2013). 

Nevertheless, the information content in a SNP set may vary significantly between 

populations (Krawczak, 1999). Baruch et al. (2008) suggested that by using SNP marker panels 

with high minor allele frequencies values, the number of SNPs can be reduced.  

Recently, high-density SNP chips have become available for different livestock species 

such as cattle, horse and dog (Ramos et al., 2009), and small ruminants like sheep and goats. 

However, the SNP panel for goats has not been available until recently, and population studies 

and paternity evaluations has been obtained from classical markers such as mitochondrial 

and microsatellite loci (Marcel, 2014). On the other hand, the sequencing of goat has 

generated a ∼2.66Gb genome, in the framework of the International Goat Genome 

Consortium (http://www.goatgenome.org/) (Dong, 2013). Next generation sequencing has 

allow the development of large collections of SNPs, where a total of 60,000 SNPs were 

selected to generate a final cluster file of 53,347 SNPs. The goat 52K SNP chip developed by 

Illumina has already been used to e.g. carry out a genome wide association study (GWAS) for 

polledness in four different goat breeds. (Marcel, 2014 & Tosser-Klopp et al., 2014).   

The main goal of the current study is to develop a SNP based parentage testing panel 

for Norwegian goats. The test is based on the principle that a parent and offspring must share 

an allele at every locus, and the probability of exclusion (PE) of an incorrectly assigned parent 

is dependent on density of markers, physical spacing, and Minor Allele Frequencies (MAF).  

 

 

 

  

http://www.goatgenome.org/
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2. MATERIAL & METHODS 

 

2.1 DNA samples and family structure  

 

DNA was isolated from semen straws of 48 AI bucks born in the years 2009-2012. In 

addition, DNA was isolated from blood of 143 potential breeding bucks. DNA isolation was 

made by BioBank AS laboratories (http://www.biobank.no/index.php/no/). Relationships 

between individuals were determined by pedigree information provided by The Norwegian 

Association of Sheep and Goat Breeders (Norsk Sau og Geit, NSG www.nsg.no ). 

The majority of the 143 potential breeding bucks were sired by bucks found among 

the 48 AI bucks. Also, some close relationship was observed within the 48 AI bucks; 4 full sibs, 

23 half sibs and 3 father-son relations (Table 1).   

 

 

 

 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Number of full sibs (FS) and half sibs (HS) registered on the 48 animals pedigree 
obtained on The Norwegian Association of Sheep and Goat Breeders website (www.nsg.no). 
Highlighted IDs indicate the individuals that also sire other AI bucks in this panel. 

ID Relationship  Individuals per related flock 

2011255 FS 2 

2011256 FS   

2011259 FS 2 

2011260 FS   

2009251 HS 2 

2009295 HS   

2009318 HS   

2009324 HS 3 

2009344 HS   

2009259 HS   

2010139 HS 3 

2010143 HS   

2009106 HS 2 

2010173 HS   

2010166 HS 2 

2010169 HS   

2009153 HS 2 

2009245 HS   

2010220 HS   

2010251 HS 3 

2010422 HS   

2009239 HS   

2009262 HS   

2011162 HS 6 

2011171 HS   

2011181 HS   

2012151 HS   

http://www.biobank.no/index.php/no/
http://www.nsg.no/
http://www.nsg.no/
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2.2 Illumina genotyping and quality control 

 

The 48 AI bucks were analysed by the Illumina 50K SNP array Infinium HD Assay Ultra 

protocol (Catalog # WG-901-4007). In total, 52025 markers were genotyped along all 

chromosomes. The locus discrimination occurs by the combination of sequence specific 

hybridization capture and array-based, single base primer extension (Illumina, 2010). When 

there is a perfect match, extension occurs and a signal is generated, and in contrary case when 

there is a mismatch the extension does not occurs and in consequence the signal is not 

generated. A laser excite the fluorophore of the single base extension product on the bead 

chips section, and high resolution images of the light emitted by the fluorophore are 

generated (Illumina, 2010). These reads are observed as green, red and yellow dots and are 

subsequently translated into genotypes.   

The genotype data was analysed using the free open source Plink v1.07 

(http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/) (Purcell et al. 2007). Minor allele frequencies 

(MAF) was estimated and the Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) test were performed in 

order to check the proportion of the genotypes.  

Selection of highly informative SNP markers was done after the quality control 

performed by the Illumina GenomeStudio software 

(http://support.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-

marketing/documents/services/technote_infinium_genotyping_data_analysis.pdf). As 

mentioned previously, minor allele frequencies (MAF) and Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium 

(HWE) analysis were performed by Plink software subsequently to Illumina genotyping. The 

criteria for selecting a SNP marker for inclusion in the parentage test panel was a minor allele 

frequency in the range 0.45 to 0.5 and a physical distance of ≥20cM between individual 

markers on the same chromosome. The reason for a minimum threshold MAF of 0.45 was to 

obtain as informative SNPs as possible. The average MAF for selected SNP was 0.485. 

The selected SNP markers were manually inspected with the GenomeStudio software 

results by revising the plots generated in this programme. A total of 128 SNP markers were 

selected as candidates for the parentage panel. These markers were subjected to primer 

design for iPLEX Gold genotyping (Sequenome).  By mistake, two markers failing the HWE test 

were included in the primer design.  

 

http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/
http://support.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-marketing/documents/services/technote_infinium_genotyping_data_analysis.pdf
http://support.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-marketing/documents/services/technote_infinium_genotyping_data_analysis.pdf
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2.3 Primers designs for Sequenom genotyping  

 

For each SNP marker, a set of amplification and extension primers were designed. The 

design was made using Assay Design Suite v 2.0 (Agena Bioscience) 

(http://agenabio.com/products/massarray-system/). The size of the amplicon that contain 

the polymorphic site was established following the standard conditions (max. 120 bp and min. 

80 bp) and hybridization temperatures were used as indicated in the protocol. Besides, it was 

performed an analysis of possible primer dimer formations for the design in order to avoid 

interfere on the correct PCR reaction. Two 40 SNP multiplexes were generated based on the 

128 candidate markers. 

The correct design of extension primer it is of high importance due to the 3' end is 

located adjacent to the polymorphic site. Products of extension primers were analysed 

according to mass difference. In figure 2 it is shown the principle of the PCR reaction following 

the iPLEX Gold protocol. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Amplification and extension Illumina reactions. The first step include amplification of 

the fragment where the polymorphic site it is located. Amplification is followed by the 

annealing of extension primers. The extension reaction stops after adding one 

dideoxynucleotide (ddNTP) to the extension primer, allowing the detection of the 

polymorphic nucleotide by mass difference between the two extension primers that differs 

by one base.  
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2.4 Sequenom genotyping and relationship verification 

 

Both the 48 AI bucks and the 143 potential breeding bucks were genotyped by 80 SNP 

markers using the Sequenom iPLEX® Gold mass array system protocol A.  The assay was based 

on primers extension of the amplified goat DNA. SNPs were detected by MASSARRAY mass 

spectrometer which identified the different masses of the extended primers that contain the 

SNP allele. A software (SpectroTYPER) translated the mass of the observed primers into a 

genotype for each SNP.  

In the first round, the 48 AI bucks were genotyped using the 80 SNP panel. These 

results were compared with the corresponding genotypes obtained with the Illumina SNP chip 

in order to avoid probable mismatches between the two genotyping technologies. In addition, 

the 80 SNPs panel were used for genotyping the 143 potential breeding bucks. Call rates and 

HWE were checked for each SNP after the genotype analysis. SNPs whose call rate were lower 

than 90% or that failed the HWE test were removed from the parentage based panel and not 

used for paternity testing.  

 

The numbers of mismatches between putative parents and offspring were detected 

using an algorithm designed at the Centre for integrative Genetics (CIGENE), within Galaxy 

open source framework (https://usegalaxy.org/). The platform look for Mendelian errors by 

linking parentage and progeny genotypes with pedigree information. Parents with 0 or 1 SNP 

mismatch compared to offspring were accepted as parents, whilst parents with higher 

genotype mismatches were rejected.  

 

2.5 Evaluation of exclusion power and marker informativeness  

 

The statistical treatment of parentage control is commonly based on the probability 

of parentage exclusion. This approach is based on the principle that a parent and offspring 

must share at least one allele at every locus and the probability of exclusion (PE) is the 

probability that an alleged parent would be excluded from parentage (Heaton, 2014). 

Furthermore, achieving accurate parentage assignment without information of single parent 
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genotype while keeping the number of SNPs to a minimum, requires that each ‘‘parentage 

SNP’’ has a high PE value as possible (Heaton, 2014).  

For the purpose of this study, probability of exclusion was estimated based on the 

assumption that the putative parent and the offspring genotypes follow Mendelian 

inheritance. Moreover, power of exclusion undertakes three scenarios proposed previously 

by Jamieson & Taylor, 1997 (Baruch et al., 2008): 

1. Genotyping a progeny and a single assumed parent. 

2. Genotyping a progeny and two putative parents. 

3. Genotyping a progeny, one actual parent and one putative parent. 

However, for the purpose of this study only scenario 1 was considered. The probability 

of exclusion (PE) is expressed as: 2(Pi)2(1 - Pi)2, where Pi = MAF for marker i, and the 

probability of non-exclusion (PN) for a single marker is expressed as 1-2(Pi)2(1 - Pi)2. Assuming 

that the allelic frequencies are unknown and can vary across markers and sets, the 

expectation of PN (EPN) is estimated as follow (Baruch et al., 2008): 

 

Where N is equal to the number of markers, and a is equal to the MAF of each marker.   

Theoretical simulation of EPN was performed using different MAF values: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 

0.4 and 0.5, as well as different number of informative SNPs: 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 10 and 

0 in order to contrast the probability of non-exclusion along different situations.  

The estimation genotype frequencies and observed heterozygosity (OH) from 

genotypes calculated previously on Plink v1.07 were checked by direct calculation in order to 

statistically characterise the 80 highly informative parentage SNPs used in this study. The 

expected heterozygosity (EH) was estimated using the formula of Nei et al. (1978).  

                                          

                                           2Pij(1-Pij)2Nj/(2Nj-1) 

EPN =  
7 15 −𝑎+ 2𝑎3 3 −𝑎4+2𝑎5/5

0.5−𝑎
 
N
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In the formula, Pij is the frequency of ith allele at locus jth, and Nj is the number of individuals 

for the locus jth.  

Moreover, polymorphic information content (PIC) for each marker was determined 

using the equation proposed by Botstein et al. (1980). This equation define the probability 

that a marker genotype of an offspring would allow to deduce which marker allele is inherited 

from a heterozygous father in Hardy Weinberg equilibrium situations (Robert, 2005). 

Theoretical PIC values range from 0 to 1, where values equal to 0, states that the marker has 

only one allele, on the contrary when PIC is equal to 1, the marker would have an infinite 

number of alleles. Therefore, values near to 1 are considered highly informative, however, for 

markers with only two alleles their maximum PIC is 0.375 (Hildebrand, 1992).  

 

In the formula pi is equal to the frequency of the ith allele, and n is the number of 

marker alleles (Botstein et al., 1980) 
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3. RESULTS 

 

3.1 Illumina chip analysis (Genome Studio software) 

 

 

From the analysis performed by the Illumina 50K SNP array on the 48 AI bucks samples, 

52025 markers were genotyped. As described in methods, determination of genotypes were 

performed through GenomeStudio software. These results showed that a total of 1323 SNP 

had a call rate different from 100%, thus, a total of 50702 SNP were identified with a high 

sensitivity for each animal.  Examples of genotype cluster plots for two SNPs are shown in 

figure 3. In each plot the different classes of genotypes are represented by different colours; 

homozygous genotypes in red and blue and heterozygous genotypes in purple. Each dot 

within the clusters represent one sample that was assigned into that group for a particular 

SNP marker. Signal intensity is represented by the Y axis (Norm R) and their allelic intensity 

ratios shown in the X axis (Norm Theta) (Illumina GenomeStudio Data Analysis Software, 2013 

& 2014). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The two plots show the heterozygous (purple dots) and homozygous (red and blue 

dots) samples for snp45689-scaffold627-2974066 and snp58405-scaffold948-481427. The 

number of individuals within each class is indicated below each class.  

 

 

 

SNP ID MAF 

snp58405-scaffold948-481427 
 

0.5 
 

SNP ID MAF 

snp45689-scaffold627-2974066 0.4896 
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3.2 Estimation of MAF and HWE of SNP markers using Plink v 1.07 

 

The Illumina genotypes of the 48 AI bucks were further analysed with PLINK v 1.07 

open source (Purcell S et al. 2007). The Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) test revealed that 

out of 52025 SNP markers genotyped, 373 SNPs failed the HWE test, leaving 51652 SNPs for 

further consideration. In addition, 1025 SNPs were tagged as X-chromosome located, thus, a 

total of 1398 SNPs were excluded. Therefore, the 128 candidate SNPs were selected from the 

remaining 50627 SNPs according to the given criteria (MAF ≥ 0.45, and physical distance 

≥20cM between markers located in the same chromosome). Each SNP was visually examined 

by making use of GenomeStudio plots where signal intensities of the markers allowed the 

possibility to check clustering. For the clusters analysed from the 128 SNPs, all showed a call 

rate with high confidence (100%), where wrong calls were not found and the three clusters 

(homozygotes for one allele, heterozygotes and homozygotes for the other allele) are clearly 

identify. In table 2 and figure 4, are observed MAF and HWE values from one SNP markers 

obtained with Plink, and an intensity plot and MAF value obtained on Genome Studio 

respectively. The PIC values estimated for each marker gave an average of 0.3747. This 

estimated value is high since the maximum PIC value for a marker with two alleles is equal to 

0.375. On the other hand the overall observed heterozygosity was relatively high than 

expected (OH=0.508, EH= 0.504) indicating efficiency in heterozygosity.  

 

 

 Hardy Weinberg equilibrium              p2 + 2pq + q2 = 1 
 

 

 

Table.2 Minor allele frequency (MAF) and Hardy Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) Plink outcomes 

(i.e.  snp11364-scaffold1410-643329) 

 

Chromosome Allele 
frequency 

Genotype p q 2pq HWE MAF 

9 0.5 12/24/12 12/96=0.12
5 

1-0.125= 
0.875 

2(0.125)(0.875)
= 
0.21875 

 

(0.125)2+2(0.12
5)(0.875)+(0.87
5)2=1 
 

AG: 24 + 
2(12)=48    
48/96=0.5  
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Fig.4 On the plot is observed three distinct clusters represented by three different colours for 

the snp11364-scaffold1410-643329 marker assay. Homozygote genotypes are represented 

by red and blue dots, whilst heterozygote cluster is represented by purple dots. Each dot 

represent one sample called into the group. These dots are called by their signal intensity 

represented by the Norm R and their allelic intensity shown in the Norm Theta (Illumina 

GenomeStudio Data Analysis Software, 2013 & 2014).  

 

 

3.3 SNP marker selection & primer design 

 

  

Based on the 128 SNP candidate results, primers design was done as described in 

methods. The lower MAF obtained for the 80 informative SNP’s was 0.4583. In figure 4 is 

shown the MAF rank for each of the 80 SNPs selected. The complete list of the SNPs selected 

is found in the appendix of this study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Minor allele frequency (MAF) distribution of the 80 SNP informative markers selected 

for the two 40 multiplex genotype assay. Threshold of MAF ≥ 0.45. 
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3.4 Sequenom genotyping 

 

 

Performances of the 80 SNPs included in the parentage test (Sequenom iPLEX® Gold 

mass array system) were evaluated through the 191 animals (48 rams and 143 potential 

breeding bucks) in term of total genotyping efficiency primarily, i.e. the number of genotype 

called samples related to the total number of samples. Results showed that two individuals 

(14491367_5043 and 14491367_5045) had a bad DNA quality with only 3 and 4 informative 

sites respectively, however, by mistake they were not removed from the analysis. From the 

80 SNP markers included in the parentage panel, 5 SNP markers had a call rate of 0, whilst 5 

SNP markers had a call rate equal to or lower to 87% (Fig. 6a). For the remaining SNPs the 

total call rate was ≥ 90%. The SNP 58568-scf953-1146096 showed a particular distribution of 

genotypes, where 89% of the individuals were heterozygotes (AG) and only 5% were 

homozygotes (AA) and no animals were homozygous (GG). Hence, the number of genotyped 

individual and the genotype distributions were calculated for each SNP in order to avoid SNP 

errors that may bias the relationship analysis (Fig. 6b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 A) Evaluation of total efficiency of the 80 informative SNPs across the total population 

genotyped. B) Genotypes (heterozygous/homozygous) distribution of the 80 SNP among the 

191 animals genotyped. Homozygote genotypes are represented as 01:01 and 02:02 tags, and 

heterozygote genotypes as 01:02.  

 

 

The 48 AI bucks were genotyped by both the Illumina SNP chip and the Sequenome 

iPLEX mass array system, which allow for a direct comparison of genotypes determined by 

Illumina and Sequenom technologies. In total, 11 SNPs were found with genotype 
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discordances (Fig.7), showing an unusual high frequency of homozygotes when genotyped 

with Sequenom technology.  For that reason, SNPs with a genotype discordance between the 

two technologies higher than 2 were removed from the SNP panel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 Genotype discordances between Illumina and Sequenom results in the 48 AI rams 

genotyped by both technologies.  

 

  Furthermore, 10 SNPs with a low total efficiency performance (call rate below 90%) 

were excluded from the parentage testing performed in Galaxy (Fig. 8). After withdrawing all 

these SNPs, the SNP parentage panel was built by 59 informative SNPs. Considering the SNPs 

30627-scf339-2837646 and 33324-scf391-2614900 with 85% and 87% call rate respectively a 

panel of 61 SNP markers was also tested. Outcomes from 61 and 59 SNP panels were quite 

similar, however. In overall, 12.5% of the 80 SNP markers genotyped did not give satisfactory 

results, whilst 13.75% showed inconsistency in genotype technologies comparison study. 

SNPs excluded from the SNP parentage panel are shown in table 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 The graphic illustrate the rate of the SNPs efficiency after removing the 10 SNP markers 

with a call rate below 90%. 
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Table3. List of SNPs excluded from the 80 SNP panel used for analysis of relationships between 

parents and offspring, according to two selection criteria: Illumina-Sequenom technologies 

mismatches, and SNP efficiency (cero call rate/weak call rate <90%)  

 

3.5 Verification of power panel 

 

The practical power of the 80 SNP panel was verified in terms of the probability 

of non-exclusion. The analysis was based on the scenario where only one parent 

(father) and offspring genotypes are known. In total, 121 sire-offspring relationships 

were available for testing, among the 191 animals genotyped. The 80 SNP panel 

revealed 57 incompatible relationships of the 121 parent-offspring sets, ranking 

number of incompatibilities from 1 to 16 loci. However, from those 57 

incompatibilities, 38 were avoided when the low-performing SNP were removed from 

the parentage based panel. Removing 21 SNPs (11 technology incompatible SNPs and 

10 SNPs with zero/low call rate) reduced the number of relationship incompatibilities 

SNPs Reason for elimination 
Number of SNPs 

removed 

10219-scf1368-489857 Discordant genotypes between Illumina/Sequenom   

12947-scf1499-2414292  genotyping technologies   
18180-scf185-15961025     
18251-scf1850-107670     
24678-scf2510-227964   11 
32696-scf377-530544     
36532-scf44-1147631     

37317-scf455-1220426     
45689-scf627-2974066     
47853-scf674-504140     
58755-scf959-748556     

46688-scf65-2255932 Cero call rate   
47454-scf668-2866943     
50672-scf730-379018   5 

5536-scf1195-7510     

6908-scf1251-1645032     

28560-scf306-102662 Low call rate 62%   

34377-scf404-62060 

Low call rate 55% and "unexpected"  

distribution of genotypes   

45225-scf617-621933 Low call rate 74% 5 

30627-scf339-2837646 Low call rate 85 %   

33324-scf391-2614900 Low call rate 87%    
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to only one discordant locus significantly. As a result it was found 19 out of 121 father-

son relationships (16 %) to be wrong in the tested material. Inspection of the genotype 

for the two animals (14491367_5045 and 14491367_5043) which number of 

disparities did not change after removing some SNPs from the panel showed that 

genotypes were based only on 3 and 4 informative sites respectively, explaining their 

incompatibilities in the relationship analyses. The additional incompatible 

relationships showed minuscule improvements giving 5 to 14 discordant genotypes 

(Table 4). Since at least a locus failing Mendelian segregation was considered 

acceptable, 15% incompatibilities were considered to have wrong parentage. Thus, 

the putative parents of the two animals with low number of informative sites and the 

other 15% could most likely be excluded from paternity for those animals. The 

complete list of parent-offspring relationships and discordances are presented in the 

appendix Table 2 and 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Number of incompatible loci between parent-offspring sets concordance. 

The table only shows some of the discordances on the 121 relationships tested. Removing the 

low-performing SNPs from the panels reduced the number of loci conflicts, which are shown 

below each SNP. (Complete table is found in the Appendix)  

 

Exclusion of the 21 low-performing markers from the original 80 SNP panel provided 

a non-exclusion probability lower than 0.01 with at least 1 locus conflict between father-

offspring genotypes. The experimental and simulated results demonstrated that decreasing 

   Number of incompatible loci detected in  panels with different numbers of markers 

Parent - offspring 74 SNPs 61 SNPs 59 SPNs 

1 16 14 13 

2 15 11 10 

3 14 12 11 

4 14 12 11 

5 13 10 9 

6 13 9 9 

⁞    

51 1 0 0 

52 1 0 0 

53 1 0 0 

54 1 0 0 

55 1 0 0 

56 1 0 0 

57 1 0 0 
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the number of low-performing SNPs reduce the level of conflicts in the parentage – offspring 

correspondence. Moreover, a high minor allele frequency (≥0.45) plays an important role in 

reducing the number of SNPs required to achieve an accurate parentage without losing power 

of relationship correspondence (Fig.12).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 Number of conflicting loci between parent – offspring, when only one parent and 

the offspring genotypes are known. Removing the low-performing SNPs from the panel (from 

80 to 59 markers) reduced the number of conflicts. The panel with 59 SNPs drop drastically 

to 0 loci conflicts for the majority of the relationships after removing the 21 conflictive SNPs. 

The 18 discordant relationships are identified in all tested panels.   

 

3.6 Probability of parentage exclusion analysis  

 

The 80 SNPs panel was evaluated by estimating the theoretical probability of non-

exclusion in paternity testing. This evaluation is based on the allele frequencies and number 

of markers. Thus, estimation of non-exclusion probabilities for 80 markers computed by 

Baruch equation when only one putative parent is given resulted in 0.003 for the whole panel 

and 0.000024 for a single SNP when MAF is equal or greater to 0.46. Moreover, simulated 

analyses with different MAF values (MAF; 0.1 to 0.5) was performed (Fig.9). In these 

simulations it was observed that circa 35 SNPs are needed to reach an EPN ≤0.01 when the 

MAF is equal to 0.5, whereas a probability of non-exclusion ≤0.01 is reached using a panel of 
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50 SNPs when MAF is equal to 0.1 (Fig. 10). Therefore, the number of SNPs required in the 

parentage panel is strongly dependent on the average MAF value of the markers. (Fig. 10)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9 Simulation of the probability of non-exclusion (EPN) with different minor allele 
frequencies (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5). The higher the MAF the lower the probability of non-
exclusion (EPN). On the x-axis are shown the values regarding the number of the SNPs in the 
panel, and on the y-axis the probability of non-exclusion values.  
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10 Effect of minor allele frequencies (MAF) on the probability of non-exclusion (EPN). 
When the MAF is low (0.1) a higher number of SNPs are required to obtain an EPN of 0.01, 
which is the opposite situation when MAF is high (0.5). On the x-axis are shown the values 
regarding the number of the SNPs in the panel, and on the y-axis the probability of non-
exclusion values. 
 

 Using the true values of minor allele frequencies (≥0.364) of the population analysed 

(191 individuals), the estimation of non-exclusion power for different numbers of SNP 

markers (80 to 0) revealed that a probability of non-exclusion of 0.0051 is reached with 40 

informative SNPs. It becomes more evident that effectiveness for non-exclusion probability 
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of the SNP parentage based panel depends closely on the minor allele frequencies. After 

excluding the 21 ineffective SNPs, 59 markers were used and obtained a probability of non-

exclusion of 0.00041 for the whole panel, which is widely lower to 0.01 (Fig.11). The minor 

allele frequency on the population decreased after including the genotypes of the offspring 

(143 animals) as it was expected. However, the MAF of the whole population was 0.44 in 

average, being the lower MAF 0.364 and the higher 0.489. This difference slightly changed 

the probability of exclusion from 0.00038 to 0.00041 for the whole panel. Also it was reported 

that the probability of non-exclusion per SNP was 0.00056 when the MAF is 0.364, and 

0.00037 when MAF is 0.489. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11 Probability of non-exclusion for a 59 SNP parentage panel. Probability of non-

exclusion of the total panel when minor allele frequency is ≥ 0.364 was 0.00041 with a MAF 

of 0.44 in average. The probability of non-exclusion for the SNP with the lowest MAF (0.364) 

was 0.00056, and 0.00037 for the SNP with the highest MAF (0.489). 
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4. DISUSSION  

 

4.1 Population size 

 

In the present study 48 AI bucks were genotyped by the 50K Illumina SNP chip for 

goats in order to identify SNPs with a high minor allele frequency in the Norwegian goat 

population. The goal was to develop a parentage test array consisting of highly informative 

markers, and it was therefore necessary to estimate allele frequencies to select the most 

informative markers. A study by Marie et al. (2012) suggests that genotyping of 25 to 30 

representative animals of a population give a reasonable estimate of the allele frequencies in 

the population. In this case 48 individuals were genotyped, which is higher than the suggested 

25 to 30. On the other hand, the representativeness of the AI buck can be questioned. As 

shown in results section there is extensive relationship among the bucks, which in 

consequence will reduce the representativeness of these animals. However, semen from the 

AI bucks is extensively used in the Norwegian goat population. The alleles that is common 

among the AI buck will be therefore over time also common in the Norwegian goat 

population. In consequence this was the main reason for using these 48 bucks for estimating 

allele frequencies.  

 

4.2 Parentage verification and effect of high MAF 

 

The success of parentage testing depends on the level of information provided by the 

markers in the testing panel. A strict selection of highly informative SNPs are more likely to 

perform accurately, depending primarily on the MAF of the individual markers but also on 

independent segregation marker alleles, and Hardy Weinberg equilibrium. Blanchard et al. 

(2013) has mentioned that selection of high heterozygosity loci (a MAF near to 0.5) achieve a 

paramount power for parentage analysis. Hence, in this study selection of highly informative 

SNP markers resulted in a significant power of exclusion. For instance previous results 

demonstrated that a parentage SNP panel with a MAF equal to 0.44 in average require at 

least 35 SNPs to obtain a probability of non-exclusion equal to 0.01. Other criteria that 
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increases the accuracy of paternity test is the independent distribution of alleles. Therefore, 

markers whose segregation do not occur independently need to be excluded from the panel 

(Baruch et al., 2008). The average distance between each marker in this panel present an 

enough distance (≥20 Mb) to reduce allelic association (Hara et al, 2010). Since several loci 

are combined to obtain an accurate non-exclusion probability, markers whose segregation 

occurs independent will be more informative as it facilitates the detection of genotype 

differences. Related animals have more chances to share the same alleles, especially those 

who are closer related, therefore seems important to increase the number of highly 

informative SNPs in the panel with a good distance between each other in order to ensure 

independent assortment and reduce linkage between markers.     

The most straightforward process for parentage identification is performed by the 

exclusion method. This method match all pairwise potential parent to each offspring 

comparing their genotypes, assuming that at least one allele is shared between parent and 

offspring at each marker locus. In this study one discordant genotype was allowed to account 

for possible genotyping errors. This power of parentage exclusion is preferred to be estimated 

on unrelated or distantly related individuals (Tesfaye, 2013 & Blanchard, 2013), due to the 

fact that sharing of alleles is more likely to occur between closely related individuals than in 

unrelated. Thus, close relationships between candidate parents will have a negative effect on 

power panel decreasing the probability of non-exclusion. This negative effect will depend on 

the level of relatedness between possible parents; e.g. full sibs or half sibs, and also the level 

of inbreeding between the animals. However, this non-exclusion probability can be reduced 

when SNP panels work with highly informative markers maintaining an even allele frequency 

of the two alleles at each loci (Blanchard, 2013).  

In order to analyse the power of the panel as it is described in methodology, the effect 

of MAF lower than 0.5 was investigated (Figure 9). As expected, marker panels with MAF 

values ≥0.45 provide a lower non-exclusion probabilities (≥0.01) than those with lower MAF 

values. SNPs with high minor allele frequencies (≈0.5) therefore allow a lower number of 

markers in the panel (Baruch et al., 2008). Our analysis indicates that approximately 50 highly 

informative markers are needed to provide a probability of non-exclusion equal to 0.01 when 

MAF was equal to 0.1. In comparison, about 35 SNPs are needed to reach a probability of non-

exclusion of 0.01 when MAF is 0.5. These results revealed that the present panel of 59 highly 
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informative markers should be sufficient even with lower MAF-values than those observed in 

this study.  Remarkably, the probabilities of non-exclusion obtained in this study were similar 

to those SNP based parentage panels previously reported on livestock (Tesfaye, 2013 and 

María, 2013).  Heaton et al. (2002) presented a non-exclusion probabilities of 0.0025 for pure 

breed cattle population for a panel of 32 SNPs with a MAF of 0.25, where we conclude from 

our results obtained that a panel with at least 59 SNP it is feasible to use for practical paternity 

testing with a MAF equal to 0.44 in average. Additionally, new recruitment of new informative 

SNPs that address the selection criteria may be possible to perform as desire to improve the 

current SNP performing panel.  

 

4.3 Genetic relationship 

 

The father- offspring relationships were determined based on pedigree records as well 

as by marker genotypes. As it was mentioned before, relationships may contain errors in the 

pedigree due to a variety of factors including incorrect parent-offspring bonding at birth or 

inadvertent misbreeding. Therefore, genetic markers seems to be an accurate alternative to 

trace parents of animals within the population. The 59 parentage based SNPs panel developed 

in this study allowed to test 121 potential sire-offspring relationships with high efficiency. 

However, when related individuals are used in the breeding system false paternity might be 

not be detected due to the increased sharing of alleles between relatives.  

Since pedigree information of the 48 animals include related individuals (FS/HS), the 

verification of parents turn more difficult especially for full sibs (Herd 1: 2011255 and 

2011256. Herd 2: 2011259 and 2011260) who are 50% related on average. However, the 

current panel demonstrated good efficiency of the power panel in front of half sib/full sib 

individuals, being capable to verify the paternity for individuals 2011259 and 2011260, whose 

parental relationships showed 0 loci conflict between sire-offspring genotypes. For the case 

of individual 201155 it was also possible to verify its paternity, however, it was excluded as 

father due to the 6 discordances loci found between father-offspring genotypes. Moreover, 

the relationship of the three animals described as half sibs in the pedigree (2009239, 2009153 

and 2010422) which sire also some AI bucks within the 48 animals group were possible to 

verified revealing 0 loci conflicts between father-offspring genotypes. This last relationships 
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were corroborated by the database of the Norwegian Association of Sheep and Goat 

Breeders. Taking in account the level of probability of non-exclusion obtained for the current 

panel it is possible to conclude that the probability of no excluding the correct father it is most 

likely to perform.  

 

4.4 Pedigree error rate 

 

The percentage of rejected fathers found (15%) by the 59 SNP parentage panel is 

slightly high compared to the rate of paternity misidentification found in Bolormaa et al. 

(2008) (averaging around 12%) study of two Australian goat herds. However, this error rate is 

still within range of pedigree errors observed in sheep and in cattle (4.8–15.5% and 2–22% 

respectively) (Bolormaa et al., 2012), and since the potential breeding bucks (offspring) are 

recruited from ordinary production flocks, some parentage errors must be expected. From 

the 19 discordant relationships found, one proved to be related to a bad quality on animal 

genotype. In the study reported by Bolormaa et al. (2008) it was revealed that heritability 

increased in most of the cases when an accurate pedigree information is used. Furthermore, 

it was mentioned that the genetic gain is affected by 1% when one of ten sires used for 

breeding is absent from the analysis, therefore based on that it is expected that the error rate 

reported in the current study may have limited effect on the genetic evaluations.  

 

4.5 Genotyping errors 

 

Based on call rate, an overall of 74% of the initial 80 informative markers were 

performing technically well (≥90 call rate). Besides, two of the individuals show a null call rate 

for almost all SNPs. Lack of genotypes at many loci for an individual is a strong indication of 

bad DNA-quality. On the other hand, when the genotypes of the 48 AI bucks generated by the 

Illumina SNP chip was compared to the Sequenom data, some important genotype 

discrepancies were found (described in results). This seems to be a problem particularly 

related to the Sequenom genotypes, and the performance of the panel in terms of low 
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numbers of discordant genotypes were improved when these SNPs were removed. This action 

was possible due to the use of both genotyping technologies on a subset of the animals (the 

48 AI bucks), and raise some serious questions about the reliability of apparently well 

performing SNPs. Without this possibility of comparing technologies, only deviations in HWE 

could identify this kind of poor SNPs performing. 

 

4.6 Alternative statistical analysis for parentage test 

 

In this study only the probability of non-exclusion has been considered. However, 

Baruch et al. (2008) and Anderson and Garza (2006) suggested that this method is not the 

only way of doing parentage analysis. Consequently, Baruch et al. (2008) proposed likelihood 

statistics as another option to determine parentage relationship. This likelihood estimation is 

defined in terms of evaluating hypotheses about data, hence, hypothesis is compared to 

genotypes giving a likelihood ratio. Therefore, the putative father that shares the allele with 

the lower frequency have a lower probability of matching by chance (IBD), and it is most likely 

to be the father (Blanchard, 2013 & Marshall 2007). 

In the study by Ramos et al. (2009) it was considered the likelihood approach rather 

than the exclusion probability, which shows a major accuracy especially when the aim is to 

select the correct parent from a group of candidates. The likelihood confidence depends on 

the distribution of the log-likelihood ratio statistic, given by the allele frequencies. Although, 

likelihood method seem a good alternative, parentage determination turn difficult either 

when close relatives are considered as candidate parents. On study performed by Tesfaye 

(2013) it was possible to conduct an analysis were 97.3% of confidence was reached, and it 

was not necessary to improve the rate of relationship assignment by increasing the number 

of possible fathers.  It is true that close relatives do lead to overestimation of confidence, 

however, this overestimation is pretty small under most common conditions and those 

overestimations can be reduced when SNPs used are highly informative as it was described 

in this study.  
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5. CONCLUSION  

 

In this study a parentage test for goats was developed consisting of 80 potentially 

highly informative SNPs. After genotyping by the Sequenom iPLEX® Gold mass array system, 

some of the initial 80 markers were excluded from the analyses due to: low call rate, 

“unexpected” distribution of genotypes (HWE), and discordant genotypes between Illumina 

and Sequenom genotyping technologies. From the 48 AI parents and 143 potential breeding 

bucks genotyped in this study it was possible to evaluate 121 father-son relationships, 

according to the pedigree. Of these, 18 relationships (15 %) have 4 or more discordant 

genotypes and are considered to have wrong parentage. The percentage of parentage 

disproportions found in this study is relatively high, but since the potential breeding bucks are 

recruited from ordinary production flocks, some errors must be expected. Under theoretical 

consideration, the panel performed a high parentage probability of non-exclusion (EPN=0.004 

with MAF of 0.44) with a single parent genotyped scenario.  This 59 parentage based SNP 

panel could be seen as a simple but efficient exclusion parentage assignment for Norwegian 

goats and possibly also other breeds. 
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APPENDIX   

 

Table 1. List of the mismatching SNP markers from Illumina-Sequenom genotypes contrast. 

This table shows the 11 SNPs which were removed as consequence of genotype discordances 

between Illumina and Sequenom genotyping methods. In the first part is observed the SNP 

ID, followed by the 3 possible genotypes (e.g. AA, AG, GG) column for each marker. 

Subsequently it is shown the number of individuals for each genotype on Sequenom and 

Illumina. The column titled as DISC reveal the number of conflicts found between Illumina and 

Sequenom technologies.  

SNP Alleles Geno (sum) Sequenom Illumina  PLINK  DISC MAF 

10219-
scf1368-
489857 AA 8 8 10 9/29/10 2 0.4896 

 AG 29 31 29       

 GG 9 9 9       

12947-
scf1499-
2414292 CC 13 13 13 11/24/13 7 0.4896 

 CT 17 17 24       

 TT 11 18 11       

18180-
scf185-
15961025 AA 12 14 12 12/24/12 2 0.5 

 AC 21 21 24       

 CC 10 10 12       

18251-
scf1850-
107670 AA 13 13 13 13/22/13 1 0.5 

 AG 20 20 22       

 GG 13 14 13       

24678-
scf2510-
227964 AA 8 8 8 8/31/9 20 0.4792 

 AG 11 11 31       

 GG 9 29 9       

32696-
scf377-
530544 CC 9 9 10 10/27/11 4 0.5 

 CT 23 23 27       

 TT 11 15 11       

36532-
scf44-
1147631 CC 12 28 12 12/24/12 16 0.5 

 CT 8 8 24       

 TT 11 11 12       
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Table 2. List of the number of discordances on the 121 sire-offspring relationships. In the table it is 

exposed three different panels (74 SNPs, 61 SNPs and 59 SNPs) used for sire-offspring relationship 

analysis. Under each panel it is expressed the number of loci conflicts per sire-offspring relationship 

found during the parentage analysis described on methods and results.  

  74 SNPs 61 SNPs 59 SNPs 

sire-offspring discords discords discords 

1 16 14 13 

2 15 12 11 

3 14 12 11 

4 14 11 10 

5 13 10 10 

6 13 10 9 

7 12 10 9 

8 11 9 9 

9 10 8 8 

10 10 8 8 

11 9 7 7 

12 9 7 7 

13 9 7 6 

14 9 6 6 

15 8 6 6 

16 8 5 5 

37317-
scf455-
1220426 AA 10 10 11 11/25/12 13 0.4896 

 AT 11 11 25       

 CC 12 25 12       

45689-
scf627-
2974066 CC 11 11 12 12/23/13 13 0.4896 

 CT 10 10 23       

 TT 13 26 13       

47853-
scf674-
504140 AA 12 18 12 12/23/13 6 0.4896 

 AC 17 17 23       

 CC 13 13 13       

58755-
scf959-
748556 AA 9 17 9 9/30/9 8 0.4896 

 AG 20 20 30       

 GG 9 9 9      
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17 7 4 4 

18 6 4 4 

19 3 1 1 

20 3 0 0 

21 2 0 0 

22 2 0 0 

23 2 0 0 

24 2 0 0 

25 2 0 0 

26 2 0 0 

27 2 0 0 

28 2 0 0 

29 2 0 0 

30 2 0 0 

31 2 0 0 

32 1 0 0 

33 1 0 0 

34 1 0 0 

35 1 0 0 

36 1 0 0 

37 1 0 0 

38 1 0 0 

39 1 0 0 

40 1 0 0 

41 1 0 0 

42 1 0 0 

43 1 0 0 

44 1 0 0 

45 1 0 0 

46 1 0 0 

47 1 0 0 

48 1 0 0 

49 1 0 0 

50 1 0 0 

51 1 0 0 

52 1 0 0 

53 1 0 0 

54 1 0 0 

55 1 0 0 

56 1 0 0 

57 1 0 0 

58 0 0 0 

59 0 0 0 

60 0 0 0 

61 0 0 0 

62 0 0 0 
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63 0 0 0 

64 0 0 0 

65 0 0 0 

66 0 0 0 

67 0 0 0 

68 0 0 0 

69 0 0 0 

70 0 0 0 

71 0 0 0 

72 0 0 0 

73 0 0 0 

74 0 0 0 

75 0 0 0 

76 0 0 0 

77 0 0 0 

78 0 0 0 

79 0 0 0 

80 0 0 0 

81 0 0 0 

82 0 0 0 

83 0 0 0 

84 0 0 0 

85 0 0 0 

86 0 0 0 

87 0 0 0 

88 0 0 0 

89 0 0 0 

90 0 0 0 

91 0 0 0 

92 0 0 0 

93 0 0 0 

94 0 0 0 

95 0 0 0 

96 0 0 0 

97 0 0 0 

98 0 0 0 

99 0 0 0 

100 0 0 0 

101 0 0 0 

102 0 0 0 

103 0 0 0 

104 0 0 0 

105 0 0 0 

106 0 0 0 

107 0 0 0 

108 0 0 0 
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109 0 0 0 

110 0 0 0 

111 0 0 0 

112 0 0 0 

113 0 0 0 

114 0 0 0 

115 0 0 0 

116 0 0 0 

117 0 0 0 

118 0 0 0 

119 0 0 0 

120 0 0 0 

121 0 0 0 

 

 

 

Table 3. List of 19 conflictive animals found during parentage-offspring concordance analysis. The 

list shows the 19 animals whose parentage exclusion results revealed more than 1 loci conflict 

between sire-offspring genotypes, and the animal whose DNA quality was not good (only 2 

informative SNPs of 59) to determine a correct parentage analysis.  

Animals' ID Parent Discords Info. sites 

14220021_5532 2012247 13 59 

15251213_5127 2010169 11 59 

14450495_5044 2010169 11 59 

14450495_5051 2010169 10 59 

15240744_5300 2012247 10 59 

14450495_5047 2010169 9 59 

14220021_5525 2011181 9 59 

15190183_5121 2011181 9 59 

15190183_5138 2012151 8 58 

14290214_5127 2011259 8 59 

15190183_5189 2010435 7 57 

14290214_5036 2012188 7 58 

15250427_5127 2011255 6 59 

14450495_5048 2009106 6 59 

14220021_5504 2011181 6 59 

14450495_5041 2010390 5 58 

14450495_5040 2010390 4 59 

18710144_5492 2009106 4 59 

14491367_5045 2010390 1 2 
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Table 4. List of the 121 sire-offspring relationships analysed. The table shows the father established 

according to the number of loci discordances between sire and offspring genotypes. 

  74 SNPs   61 SNPs   59 SNPs   

sire-
offspring #ID parent #ID parent #ID parent 

1 14220021_5532 2012247 14220021_5532 2012247 14220021_5532 2012247 

2 15240744_5300 2012247 15251213_5127 2010169 15251213_5127 2010169 

3 15251213_5127 2010169 14450495_5044 2010169 14450495_5044 2010169 

4 14450495_5044 2010169 15240744_5300 2012247 15240744_5300 2012247 

5 15190183_5121 2011181 14220021_5525 2011181 14450495_5051 2010169 

6 14450495_5047 2010169 14450495_5051 2010169 14220021_5525 2011181 

7 14450495_5051 2010169 14450495_5047 2010169 15190183_5121 2011181 

8 14290214_5127 2011259 15190183_5121 2011181 14450495_5047 2010169 

9 14220021_5525 2011181 15190183_5138 2012151 15190183_5138 2012151 

10 15190183_5189 2010435 14290214_5127 2011259 14290214_5127 2011259 

11 14290214_5036 2012188 14290214_5036 2012188 14290214_5036 2012188 

12 15190183_5138 2012151 15250427_5127 2011255 15190183_5189 2010435 

13 14220021_5504 2011181 15190183_5189 2010435 15250427_5127 2011255 

14 14450495_5048 2009106 14220021_5504 2011181 14220021_5504 2011181 

15 14450495_5040 2010390 14450495_5048 2009106 14450495_5048 2009106 

16 14450495_5041 2010390 14450495_5041 2010390 14450495_5041 2010390 

17 15250427_5127 2011255 14450495_5040 2010390 14450495_5040 2010390 

18 18710144_5492 2009106 18710144_5492 2009106 18710144_5492 2009106 

19 14170177_5095 2011183 14491367_5045 2010390 14491367_5045 2010390 

20 14210022_5308 2010435 14310299_5409 2012247 08343494_5073 2012247 

21 12116050_5009 2011260 14310299_5408 2012247 08343494_5079 2012247 

22 15250427_5124 2011259 14220021_5530 2012247 08343494_5080 2012247 

23 04410327_5200 2010435 14210022_5338 2012247 12116050_5017 2012247 

24 14210022_5337 2010435 12240963_5068 2012247 14210022_5338 2012247 

25 12115681_5108 2010390 12240963_5066 2012247 12240963_5066 2012247 

26 19330742_5111 2010390 12116050_5017 2012247 12240963_5068 2012247 

27 15250427_5106 2010390 08343494_5080 2012247 14220021_5530 2012247 

28 14491367_5045 2010390 08343494_5079 2012247 05200092_5046 2012247 

29 15251213_5128 2010169 08343494_5073 2012247 05200092_5047 2012247 

30 04410327_5196 2010166 05200092_5052 2012247 05200092_5051 2012247 

31 14450495_5050 2010138 05200092_5051 2012247 05200092_5052 2012247 

32 06190082_5049 2012151 05200092_5047 2012247 14310299_5408 2012247 

33 15190183_5145 2012151 05200092_5046 2012247 14310299_5409 2012247 

34 12115681_5112 2012130 08343494_5078 2012188 08343494_5078 2012188 

35 14210134_5152 2012130 15190183_5145 2012151 06190082_5049 2012151 

36 14220021_5536 2012130 14220021_5535 2012151 12116050_5010 2012151 

37 14210134_5151 2012130 14210050_5011 2012151 14170177_5099 2012151 

38 18710144_5490 2012130 14170177_5099 2012151 14210050_5011 2012151 

39 18710144_5491 2011456 12116050_5010 2012151 14220021_5535 2012151 

40 14290214_5105 2011259 06190130_5120 2012151 06190130_5120 2012151 

41 15250479_5149 2011259 06190082_5049 2012151 15190183_5145 2012151 
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42 14290214_5126 2011183 18710144_5490 2012130 12115681_5112 2012130 

43 04410327_5195 2010435 14220021_5536 2012130 12115681_5116 2012130 

44 12115681_5107 2010435 14210134_5152 2012130 06190082_5050 2012130 

45 14210022_5316 2010435 14210134_5151 2012130 14220021_5536 2012130 

46 2011331 2010422 12115681_5116 2012130 14210134_5151 2012130 

47 04410327_5197 2010390 12115681_5112 2012130 14210134_5152 2012130 

48 14210080_5087 2010390 06190082_5050 2012130 18710144_5490 2012130 

49 14491367_5047 2010169 18710144_5491 2011456 04371103_5352 2011456 

50 15251213_5129 2010169 15190183_5186 2011456 14210022_5306 2011456 

51 15250427_5133 2010169 14210022_5306 2011456 15190183_5186 2011456 

52 12110191_5017 2010166 05440152_5082 2011456 05440152_5082 2011456 

53 14450085_5042 2010166 04371103_5352 2011456 18710144_5491 2011456 

54 15250311_5200 2010166 14290214_5088 2011260 12116050_5009 2011260 

55 14450085_5048 2010166 12116050_5009 2011260 14290214_5088 2011260 

56 05440152_5097 2010166 15250479_5149 2011259 15250427_5124 2011259 

57 2011105 2010138 15250427_5141 2011259 15250427_5141 2011259 

58 05200092_5046 2012247 15250427_5124 2011259 15250479_5149 2011259 

59 05200092_5047 2012247 14290214_5105 2011259 14290214_5105 2011259 

60 05200092_5051 2012247 15240744_5418 2011183 14170177_5098 2011183 

61 05200092_5052 2012247 14290214_5126 2011183 14170177_5095 2011183 

62 08343494_5073 2012247 14170177_5098 2011183 14290214_5126 2011183 

63 08343494_5079 2012247 14170177_5095 2011183 15240744_5418 2011183 

64 08343494_5080 2012247 06190130_5258 2011183 06190130_5258 2011183 

65 12116050_5017 2012247 15251213_5112 2011181 15251213_5112 2011181 

66 12240963_5066 2012247 15190183_5122 2011181 08341817_5009 2011181 

67 12240963_5068 2012247 08341817_5009 2011181 15190183_5122 2011181 

68 14210022_5338 2012247 15190183_5181 2010435 04410327_5194 2010435 

69 14220021_5530 2012247 15190183_5108 2010435 04410327_5195 2010435 

70 14310299_5408 2012247 15190183_5107 2010435 04410327_5200 2010435 

71 14310299_5409 2012247 14210022_5337 2010435 12115681_5114 2010435 

72 08343494_5078 2012188 14210022_5316 2010435 12115681_5115 2010435 

73 06190130_5120 2012151 14210022_5308 2010435 12115681_5107 2010435 

74 12116050_5010 2012151 14210022_5301 2010435 14210022_5301 2010435 

75 14170177_5099 2012151 14170177_5097 2010435 14210022_5308 2010435 

76 14210050_5011 2012151 12115681_5115 2010435 14210022_5316 2010435 

77 14220021_5535 2012151 12115681_5114 2010435 14210022_5337 2010435 

78 06190082_5050 2012130 12115681_5107 2010435 14170177_5097 2010435 

79 12115681_5116 2012130 04410327_5200 2010435 15190183_5107 2010435 

80 04371103_5352 2011456 04410327_5195 2010435 15190183_5108 2010435 

81 05440152_5082 2011456 04410327_5194 2010435 15190183_5181 2010435 

82 14210022_5306 2011456 2011331 2010422 2011331 2010422 

83 15190183_5186 2011456 19330742_5111 2010390 15250427_5106 2010390 

84 14290214_5088 2011260 15250427_5106 2010390 04410327_5197 2010390 

85 15250427_5141 2011259 15190183_5103 2010390 12115681_5119 2010390 

86 06190130_5258 2011183 15190183_5101 2010390 14450495_5042 2010390 

87 14170177_5098 2011183 14450495_5042 2010390 12115681_5108 2010390 
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88 15240744_5418 2011183 14210080_5087 2010390 14210080_5087 2010390 

89 08341817_5009 2011181 12115681_5119 2010390 19330742_5111 2010390 

90 15190183_5122 2011181 12115681_5108 2010390 15190183_5101 2010390 

91 15251213_5112 2011181 08334510_5004 2010390 15190183_5103 2010390 

92 04410327_5194 2010435 04410327_5197 2010390 08334510_5004 2010390 

93 12115681_5114 2010435 15251213_5129 2010169 15250427_5133 2010169 

94 12115681_5115 2010435 15251213_5128 2010169 15251213_5128 2010169 

95 14170177_5097 2010435 15250427_5133 2010169 15251213_5129 2010169 

96 14210022_5301 2010435 14491367_5047 2010169 14450495_5045 2010169 

97 15190183_5107 2010435 14491367_5043 2010169 14491367_5042 2010169 

98 15190183_5108 2010435 14491367_5042 2010169 14491367_5043 2010169 

99 15190183_5181 2010435 14450495_5045 2010169 14491367_5047 2010169 

100 08334510_5004 2010390 14210134_5161 2010169 14210134_5161 2010169 

101 12115681_5119 2010390 14210134_5153 2010169 14210134_5153 2010169 

102 14450495_5042 2010390 05130050_5025 2010169 05130050_5025 2010169 

103 15190183_5101 2010390 15250479_5126 2010166 15250479_5122 2010166 

104 15190183_5103 2010390 15250479_5122 2010166 15250479_5126 2010166 

105 05130050_5025 2010169 15250311_5200 2010166 04410327_5196 2010166 

106 14210134_5153 2010169 14450085_5048 2010166 12110191_5017 2010166 

107 14210134_5161 2010169 14450085_5042 2010166 14450085_5042 2010166 

108 14450495_5045 2010169 12110191_5017 2010166 14450085_5048 2010166 

109 14491367_5042 2010169 05440152_5097 2010166 15250311_5200 2010166 

110 14491367_5043 2010169 05130050_5020 2010166 05440152_5097 2010166 

111 05130050_5020 2010166 04410327_5196 2010166 05130050_5020 2010166 

112 15250479_5122 2010166 14450495_5050 2010138 2011105 2010138 

113 15250479_5126 2010166 14450495_5049 2010138 14450495_5050 2010138 

114 05130050_5045 2010138 05130050_5049 2010138 14450495_5049 2010138 

115 05130050_5048 2010138 05130050_5048 2010138 05130050_5045 2010138 

116 05130050_5049 2010138 05130050_5045 2010138 05130050_5048 2010138 

117 14450495_5049 2010138 2011105 2010138 05130050_5049 2010138 

118 2010317 2009239 2010317 2009239 2010317 2009239 

119 2012247 2009153 2012247 2009153 2012247 2009153 

120 14450495_5043 2009106 15190183_5195 2009106 14450495_5043 2009106 

121 15190183_5195 2009106 14450495_5043 2009106 15190183_5195 2009106 
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